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Attention Bias
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Imagine two scenarios. In the first, Arun is hiking through the forest when she
spots a rattlesnake several yards ahead on the trail.1 Arun’s attention prioritizes
processing the snake over nearly all other aspects of the environment. Focusing
on the snake and allocating resources for dealing with its presence is adaptive
and paramount for her survival. Now, imagine a second scenario: Arun is hiking
in the same forest when she spots a tree branch several yards ahead on the
ground. The branch grabs her attention briefly, but her attention system gives
it low priority for further processing; perhaps at a level that fails to reach consciousness. She continues hiking, ignoring the branch altogether. An adaptive
function of her attention system has facilitated detection and further processing of threats and allowed her to filter and ignore less relevant stimuli. Note,
however, that a rattlesnake and a branch reflect extremes that are rather easily
distinguished in relation to threat. Almost anyone would allocate extensive
attentional resources to the former and ignore the latter.

Attention bias is the tendency to prioritize the processing of certain types of
stimuli over others. At any given moment, an individual’s senses can perceive
countless stimuli in the immediate surroundings. Initially, multiple messages
that reach the senses are processed in parallel. However, because of the limited
capacity of the human mind, further detailed processing is possible only for a
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select subset of stimuli. To reduce the load, a selective filter blocks irrelevant
messages before they reach the processing bottleneck and allows only a limited
number of signals to be more thoroughly processed and used in the control of
behavior. Attention is at the core of these filtering and prioritization processes
(Broadbent, 1958; Duncan, 1980; Treisman, 1969). While attention biases
reflect an ongoing cognitive adaptation associated with the processing of all
aspects of the environment, paying specific attention to potential threats is a
priority for survival and therefore, a primary function of the attention system.
This chapter focuses on threat-related attention bias—the tendency to prioritize the
processing of potential threats over benign stimuli—and its relation to anxiety.
Figure 12.1 shows the individual differences in threat-related attention, especially when the processed stimulus is ambiguous. What if Arun had spotted a
gecko rather than a snake, encountered a snake locked in a vivarium, saw a
photograph of a snake, or simply read the word snake? Would her attention
system prioritize these stimuli over other more neutral ones? There is ample
evidence to suggest that the human brain still selectively processes and prioritizes such low-risk stimuli (e.g., Dijksterhuis & Aarts, 2003; Fox et al., 2000;
Hansen & Hansen, 1988; Öhman, Flykt, & Esteves, 2001). It is with such stimuli,
however, where individual differences emerge; some people consistently
display a threat-related attention bias (Bar-Haim, Lamy, Pergamin, BakermansKranenburg, & van IJzendoorn, 2007; Mogg & Bradley, 1998). Individuals

FIGURE 12.1. Individual Differences in Attentional Prioritization Are Typically
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The solid line depicts a person who would prioritize mild threats more readily compared with a typical
person (depicted with the dashed line). The dotted line depicts no threat prioritization.
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prone to threat-related attention bias have their attention more frequently and
more intensely captured by minor threats and find it difficult to disengage
from such stimuli (Cisler & Koster, 2010; Fox, Russo, Bowles, & Dutton, 2001;
Richards, Benson, Donnelly, & Hadwin, 2014; Yiend, 2010). Extensive research
indicates that threat-related attention bias plays a significant role in the development and maintenance of clinical anxiety, which is discussed next.

CONCEPTUAL IMPLICATIONS
Attention Bias and Anxiety
Once a stimulus is appraised as threatening, it takes on negative emotional
significance and becomes a mental priority. This is an automatic part of the
body’s innate danger detection system—the fight-or-flight response—that is
activated whenever a threat is perceived (Beck & Clark, 1997; Davis &
Whalen, 2001; LeDoux, 2009). By scanning the surroundings and being
hypervigilant for danger cues, this mechanism helps individuals determine
how to protect themselves in the event that danger is present. Although this
is often an involuntary process, some individuals adopt a more deliberate
anticipatory strategy of hypervigilance and scanning if they believe such
tactics are necessary to avoid perceived threat. As a result of this attention
bias toward threat, these individuals become exquisitely sensitive to threatrelevant stimuli, even those that pose little danger. Thus, attention bias maintains anxiety by fostering an enhanced perception of the world as dangerous
(Eysenck, 1992), which in turn intensifies threat-related attention bias (Eldar,
Ricon, & Bar-Haim, 2008; Eysenck, 1997; Mathews & MacLeod, 2002).
Numerous studies indicate that individuals with anxiety across a wide
range of clinical and subclinical categories exhibit attention bias toward
threatening information (Armstrong & Olatunji, 2012; Bar-Haim et al., 2007;
Van Bockstaele et al., 2014). Attention bias is typically stronger for disorder-congruent stimuli relative to more general threats. Pictures of snakes or
words related to snakes elicit greater attention bias compared with other negative stimuli among individuals with snake phobia (Wikström, Lundh, Westerlund, & Högman, 2004); whereas individuals with social anxiety are more
likely to exhibit attention bias when facing words related to social fears relative to general threat words (e.g., Becker, Rinck, Margraf, & Roth, 2001; for a
review and meta-analysis, see Pergamin-Hight, Naim, Bakermans-Kranenburg, van IJzendoorn, & Bar-Haim, 2015). Similarly, individuals with health
anxiety and panic attacks, who are afraid of certain bodily sensations, fearing
that they indicate the presence of a serious medical condition (e.g., heart
attack, cardiac disease, cancer), preferentially attend to even slight fluctuations and perturbations in these internal stimuli (e.g., Asmundson, Sandler,
Wilson, & Walker, 1992). Finally, individuals with obsessional problems display attention bias toward idiosyncratic stimuli that cue obsessional fear and
compulsive rituals (Foa, Ilai, McCarthy, Shoyer, & Murdock, 1993).
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Etiology and Developmental Aspects
Whether threat-related attention bias is innate, acquired, or both is unknown.
Threat-related attention bias is observed among children as young as 5 years
old (Pérez-Edgar et al., 2011; White, Degnan, et al., 2017). This suggests that
early environmental or biological factors are involved in the formation of
threat-related attentional patterns. For example, various studies indicate that
allele variants of the serotonin transporter gene (5-HTTLPR), known to modu
late synaptic efficacy of serotonin reuptake, is associated with selective attention to threat. Carriers of the low serotonin transmission genotype tend to
display an enhanced attentional threat bias relative to carriers of the intermediate and high efficacy genotypes (for a review and meta-analysis, see
Pergamin-Hight, Bakermans-Kranenburg, van IJzendoorn, & Bar-Haim, 2012).
Although correlational, such evidence suggests a genetic influence on threatrelated attention deployment with some individuals receiving a slight push
from nature to overattend to minor threats.
Whether innate, acquired, or reflecting transactions among both, elevated
attention bias to threats early in life has the potential to shape a hostile perception of the environment and has a long-term effect on emotional development in children. Some children exhibit an early tendency for behavioral
inhibition—a temperament characterized by anxious behaviors, heightened
sensitivity to novelty, and social withdrawal. These children tend to exhibit
anxious behaviors at later ages as well and are at increased risk for developing
anxiety disorders (Biederman et al., 1993, 2001; Chronis-Tuscano et al.,
2009). Attention bias to threats moderates this association, increasing the risk
of young children with early behavioral inhibition to exhibit anxiety-related
behaviors at later childhood and adolescence (Pérez-Edgar et al., 2010, 2011;
White, Degnan, et al., 2017). Threat-related attention bias is likely to contribute to long-term maintenance and aggravation of anxiety in predisposed
children by coloring their environments in danger and threat shades (for further
discussion see Pine, Helfinstein, Bar-Haim, Nelson, & Fox, 2009; White,
Degnan, et al., 2017).

ASSESSMENT
Unlike most concepts in psychopathology, which can be assessed using patient
self-report and clinical interview methods, the measurement of attention bias
in the context of anxiety relies heavily on adaptations form experimental
research and typically uses computerized cognitive tasks. Two types of paradigms exist: those relying on measures of reaction time (RT) and those applying eye-tacking paradigms. RT tasks infer attention bias from differences in
the amount of time required for an individual to respond to different types of
stimuli (e.g., threat vs. neutral). Such tasks have been used extensively in
research but are not widely used in clinical settings. They are also limited in
that (a) they capture only indirect and static effects of attention on behavior,
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and (b) derived bias scores have poor psychometric properties (e.g., Evans &
Britton, 2018; McNally, 2019; Price et al., 2015). Eye-tracking tasks, on the
other hand, capture more direct effects of, and provide continuous access to,
dynamic changes in attention. Some of these tasks also possess good psychometric properties (e.g., Lazarov, Abend, & Bar-Haim, 2016; Lazarov, Ben-Zion,
Shamai, Pine, & Bar-Haim, 2018). Some of the typical tasks applied to measure threat-related attention bias are described next.
Reaction Time-Based Measures
Emotional Stroop Task
The emotional Stroop task is a modified version of the classic color-naming
Stroop task (Stroop, 1935). In this task, either a colored neutral word (e.g.,
data, written in blue [but shown in bold in Figure 12.2a]) or a colored threatrelated word (e.g., dead, written in green [but shown in italics in Figure 12.2a])
are sequentially presented. Participants are asked to indicate as quickly as possible the color in which each word is written. Threat-related attention bias is
determined by comparing the difference between mean RT with color-name
threat words and mean RT with color-name neutral words. This relation is
thought to represent the extent to which threat stimuli capture attention and
interfere with the otherwise emotionally neutral color-naming task. Variants
of the emotional Stroop task use schematic or real faces displaying threat and
neutral expressions of emotion (e.g., Kolassa & Miltner, 2006; Putman,
Hermans, & van Honk, 2004). In such variants, individuals are instructed to
color-name the background on which the face is superimposed or the color in
which the schematic face is drawn. Applying faces rather than words as stimuli
can be useful when studying populations with differing levels of reading comprehension (e.g., children, individuals with reading disabilities, nonnative
readers).
Dot-Probe Task
In the dot-probe task (MacLeod, Mathews, & Tata, 1986), neutral and threatrelated stimuli are presented simultaneously, creating a spatial rivalry for an
individual’s attention. In each trial, threat–neutral pairs are presented for a
brief time followed by a probe (e.g., an x) appearing on the screen at either
the location of the neutral or the threat-related stimulus (see Figure 12.2b).
The individual is asked to respond as quickly and accurately as possible to the
probe, either identifying its location or discriminating its variant (e.g., if the
probe is an arrowhead, the patient should indicate its direction). Attention
bias is calculated as the relation between the mean RT of trials in which the
probe was presented at the location of a threat-related stimulus (i.e., threat
congruent trials) and the mean RT of trials in which the probe was presented
at the location of a neutral stimulus (i.e., threat incongruent trials). When RTs
are consistently faster for trials in which the probe appears at the location of
the threat-relevant stimulus, it is thought to reflect an attention bias toward
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FIGURE 12.2. Examples of Typical Trials in Different Attention Bias
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(A) The emotional Stroop task: A trial with a neutral stimulus followed by a trial with a threat stimulus.
Participants are asked to name the text color as fast as possible. (B) The dot-probe task: A trial with
a target appearing at the neutral stimulus location followed by a trial with a target appearing at the
threat stimulus location. Participants are asked to indicate the arrowhead’s direction as fast as
possible. (C) The emotional spatial cueing task: valid-cue trial with a threatening stimulus. Participants
are asked to indicate the arrowhead’s direction as fast as possible.
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FIGURE 12.2. (Continued)
D. Visual search task

E. Free viewing task
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(D) A visual search task. Participants are asked to detect the angry face within the faces array (top
panel). All neutral faces array; participants are asked to indicate whether the array contains an angry
face or not (bottom panel). (E) A free viewing task: Participants are asked to freely watch an array
with equally appearing disgusted and neutral faces. Images IDs: F01NE, F04DI, F04NE, F06DI, F07NE,
F09NE, F12NE, F14NE, F19AN, F19DI, F21NE, F23DI, F27DI, F28NE, F29NE, F30DI, F32NE, M02DI,
M07NE, M08AN, M11NE, M13NE, M14NE, M16NE, M17NE, M18NE, M21NE, M22NE, M23DI, M28NE,
M29NE, M30NE, M34NE, M35NE. All faces images from The Karolinska Directed Emotional Faces
(KDEF) [CD ROM], by E. Lundqvist, D. Flykt, and A. Öhman, 1998, Solna, Sweden: Karolinska Institutet.
Copyright 1998 by Karolinska Institutet. Reprinted with permission.
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threat. Meta-analyses indicate a medium size effect of the association between
anxiety and attention bias as measured by the dot-probe task.
The task is easy to administer, takes about 5 to 10 minutes, and can apply
words, faces, or any other relevant stimuli. Yet, it has important drawbacks.
First, it has low internal consistency and test–retest reliability (e.g., Schmukle,
2005; Staugaard, 2009). Second, it cannot distinguish between specific subcomponents of attention (i.e., one cannot determine whether faster responses
to probes appearing at threat locations result from faster engagement with,
or slower disengagement from threat stimuli). Koster, Crombez, Verschuere,
and De Houwer (2004) suggested adding and computing mean RTs to trials
consisting of two neutral stimuli. Faster engagement with threat could
be indexed by faster responses to threat-congruent trials compared with
neutral–neutral trials. Difficulty to disengage attention from threat could be
indexed by slower responses to threat-incongruent trials compared with
neutral–neutral trials.
Emotional Spatial Cuing Task
Based on Posner’s (1980) spatial cuing paradigm, the emotional spatial cuing
task (Fox et al., 2001) includes a brief presentation of either a neutral cue or
a threat cue in each trial. Immediately after this presentation, the individual
responds to a target that appears either at the spatially cued location (valid-cue
condition; see Figure 12.2c) or at the alternative location (invalid-cue condition).
The mean RT on valid-cue trials is subtracted from the mean RT on invalidcue trials, with the difference indicating a general threat-related attention
bias. The emotional spatial cueing task also affords a differentiation between
biased attentional engagement and disengagement processes. Performance
differences between threat and neutral trials in the valid-cue condition are
thought to indicate a bias in initial orienting of attention or attentional
engagement. Alternatively, differences in the invalid-cue condition reflect
difficulty to disengage attention from threat-related stimuli.
Studies that have used the emotional spatial cueing task indicate an association between threat-related attention bias and anxiety, with effect sizes
like those found in studies using the emotional Stroop and the dot-probe
tasks (Bar-Haim et al., 2007). Threat-related attention bias in anxiety is also
associated with difficulty disengaging attention from than with faster engagement with threat stimuli (e.g., Amir, Elias, Klumpp, & Przeworski, 2003; Fox
et al., 2001). Importantly, the emotional spatial cuing task involves the presentation of a single stimulus in each trail, thus not modeling a direct competition between different stimuli on attention resources, arguably reflecting
low ecological validity (Bar-Haim et al., 2007).
Visual Search Tasks
In visual search tasks (e.g., Öhman, Flykt, & Esteves, 2001; Rinck, Becker,
Kellermann, & Roth, 2003), individuals are presented with arrays of words or
images, and instructed to detect a specific target within each array (e.g., an
angry face among eight neutral faces, a neutral face among eight angry faces;
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see Figure 12.2d, top). Threat-related attention bias is inferred from faster
detection of threat-relevant stimuli within an array of neutral stimuli as compared with the inverse. A variant of this task includes fully neutral arrays
(e.g., eight neutral faces) and instructs the respondent to determine whether a
threat-relevant stimulus (e.g., an angry face) appeared or not (see Figure 12.2d,
bottom). Threat-related attention bias in such designs is calculated as the
difference between the mean time taken to decide that no target appeared
(nontarget trials) and the decision time in trials including an actual threatrelated target. Visual search tasks are not widely used in research and have
produced inconsistent results (e.g., Eastwood et al., 2005; Wieser, Hambach,
& Weymar, 2018).
Eye-Tracking Measures
The most straightforward use of eye-tracking technology for the assessment of
threat-related attention biases is through free-viewing tasks. These tasks present
arrays comprising neutral and threat stimuli (see Figure 12.2e), and individuals observe these in any way they like as their gaze is tracked and recorded.
Various indices of threat-related attention bias can then be extracted from the
gaze data. Biased attentional orienting toward threat is typically indexed by
more frequent and/or faster first fixations on threat stimuli relative to neutral
stimuli. A more global measure of attention bias is the relative overall time the
individual visually dwells on threat stimuli relative to neutral stimuli, with
longer time spent on the former compared with the later indicating threatrelated attention bias (for detailed reviews, see Armstrong & Olatunji, 2012;
Richards et al., 2014). Total dwell time measures are typically more consistent
and reliable than first fixation indices (Lazarov et al., 2016, 2018; Waechter,
Nelson, Wright, Hyatt, & Oakman, 2014). A meta-analysis of eye-tracking
studies indicates a significant association between anxiety and attention bias
toward threat using these methods (Armstrong & Olatunji, 2012).

CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS
Most psychosocial interventions for anxiety target top-down conscious
thought processes and rely heavily on helping individuals to think about their
internal models of self, others, and the world; and consciously challenge and
modify maladaptive thoughts and behaviors. However, although efficacious
treatments for anxiety have been available for decades, current first-line
interventions (e.g., cognitive behavior therapy [CBT], pharmacotherapy)
have a 50% to 70% response plateau (Ballenger, 2004; Barlow, Gorman,
Shear, & Woods, 2000; Hofmann & Smits, 2008; McEvoy, 2007), with high
rates of relapse and low rates of remission. These observations have led to a
call for interventions that increase patient access with automated computerbased procedures, reduce costs, and target novel mechanisms that are not
accessible through traditional therapies (Mohr, Burns, Schueller, Clarke, &
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Klinkman, 2013). Three decades of extensive research on threat-related
attention biases provide viable therapeutic targets for answering this call.
Attention bias modification therapy (ABM; Bar-Haim, 2010; MacLeod &
Clarke, 2015), is designed to directly target the mechanism of selective attention to threat in anxiety. ABM seeks to modify threat-related attention biases
through computerized retraining exercises. The rationale behind ABM therapy is straightforward: If threat-related attention bias plays a causal role in
promoting anxiety, then reduction of threat bias should lead to reduction of
symptoms. This approach departs from traditional CBT as it relies on implicit
training of a cognitive pattern as opposed to effortful induction of changes to
thought and behavior.
The first generation of ABM therapies relied on modified RT-based attention bias measurement tasks. Although various ABM variants have been
tested, the most robustly studied ABM therapy uses variants of the dot-probe
task. Unlike the classic attention measurement task described previously, in
which threat-neutral pairs are shown briefly on each trial and respondents
are asked to discriminate a following probe that appears with equal probability at the location of threat and neutral stimuli (see Figure 12.2b), in ABM
variants probe location is systematically manipulated to increase the proportion of probes appearing at the location of the neutral stimulus. It is assumed
that because attending to such contingencies can assist in task performance,
an implicitly learned bias away from threat is gradually being induced with
repetition of many trials. Although large variability exists in the number of
training trials delivered per ABM session, and in the number of sessions in an
ABM treatment protocol, ABM therapy is usually brief. The most commonly
applied protocol delivers 150 to 200 training repetitions per session (lasting
about 10 minutes), in eight twice-weekly sessions. Meta-analyses of randomized controlled trials (RCTs) suggest a significant small-to-medium effect size
for ABM therapy in anxiety disorders (Hakamata et al., 2010; Jones & Sharpe,
2017; Linetzky, Pergamin-Hight, Pine, & Bar-Haim, 2015; Lowther & Newman,
2014; Mogoaşe, David, & Koster, 2014).
ABM therapy has also been applied as an adjunct to CBT, with preliminary
results from RCTs suggesting augmentation of overall treatment outcome
(Lazarov, Marom, et al., 2017; Riemann et al., 2013; Shechner et al., 2014;
White, Sequeira, et al., 2017; but see Rapee et al., 2013 for failed augmentation). Research on how ABM could most effectively be integrated into standard CBT or pharmacological therapies, however, is still in its early stages. One
option is to apply ABM within standard CBT sessions (e.g., Lazarov, Marom,
et al., 2017; Shechner et al., 2014). Alternatively, ABM could be offered as
homework complementing standard CBT (Rapee et al., 2013). Finally, ABM
could be applied as a separate module sequenced before standard CBT protocols with the hope of enhancing overall treatment gains. Although this latter
approach still lacks evidence in formal RCTs, it is currently being tested in
various trials. The driving hypothesis for such sequenced delivery (ABM
before CBT) is based on the notion that if bottom-up threat-related attention
biases could be attenuated before formal CBT begins, greater therapeutic
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gains and lower dropout rates may be achieved as patients would engage less
with threats at automatic-perceptual levels, therefore facilitating direct and
effortful dealings with their fears in CBT.
Although the first generation of RT-based ABM therapies show promise
and have been extensively studied, researchers and clinicians readily acknowledge that technological advances and better understanding of neurocognitive
mechanisms could be harnessed for the development of even more potent
and engaging ABM therapies. In many respects, one could think of dot-probebased ABM as reflecting the very early stage of arcade video games that featured simple, monochromatic two-dimensional graphics—a far cry from the
level of sophistication of current video games. Similarly, further developments with novel ABM procedures are likely in the coming years. One
example of a second-generation eye-tracking-based protocol for social anxiety disorder, gaze contingent music reward therapy (GC-MRT), was recently
tested in an RCT for patients with social anxiety disorder (Lazarov, Pine, &
Bar-Haim, 2017).
In a GC-MRT session, the patient is asked to select a music track he or
she would like to listen to during the session. The patient is then asked to
observe matrices of faces comprising threat and neutral expressions (e.g.,
Figure 12.2e) while gaze position is continuously monitored. Importantly, the
selected music is played only when the patient fixates on one of the neutral
faces. The music halts when the patient looks at a threat face. Through this
operant conditioning procedure, the patient’s attentional threat bias is modified to favor neutral over threat facial expressions. It is expected that these
induced changes in gaze pattern would generalize to real-life social situations
and will eventually lead to meaningful reductions in social anxiety. Indeed, a
preliminary RCT (Lazarov, Pine, & Bar-Haim, 2017) indicates that GC-MRT
yielded greater reductions in social anxiety relative to a control condition on
clinician-rated and self-reported measures, and that therapeutic effects were
maintained at a 3-month follow-up. GC-MRT reduced dwell time on threat,
which partially mediated the observed clinical effects. Relative to first generation ABMs, this novel ABM protocol appears to be more acceptable for
patients, more potent in changing threat-related attention bias, and yields a
large effect size.

CONCLUSION
Threat-related attention bias refers to the tendency to prioritize the processing of threats over benign or neutral stimuli. When an actual threat is
present, this process is highly adaptive and important to survival. Yet, when
an individual overattends to minor threats, this could lead to viewing the environment as overly hostile. This, in turn, increases the frequency, intensity,
and duration of anxiety and fear episodes. Deployment of attention toward
stimuli that pose little threat can also lead to underprocessing of valuable nonthreat information and interfere with daily functioning. For these reasons,
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attention bias is a key factor in the development and maintenance of clinical
anxiety. Accordingly, accurate and reliable methods for assessing attention
bias are important. Once detected, aberrant attentional components can be
therapeutically targeted, with the intention of preventing clinical anxiety in
vulnerable individuals or reducing symptoms for those who are clinically
anxious. ABM protocols tested in RCTs have been successful in reducing
anxiety in clinical patients, and it is hoped that conceptual, technological, and
experimental advances will further improve on available assessment methods
and interventions.
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